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NSA OPERATIONS ORDER
ANNEX 211-1 (Change 1)

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
Washington 25, D. C., 29 April 1955

CANCELLED WHEN CHANGE HAS BEEN ENTERED IN BASIC OPERATIONS ORDER ANNEX

1. Section IV (TEXTA), paragraphs 1. and 2. are changed to read as follows:
   "1. will be the authoritative source for TEXTA on all Activity. NSA will publish and distribute TEXTA cards and changes in accordance with the information received from

2. TEXTA developed at NSA will be forwarded electrically to

2. Section VIII (Reporting Responsibilities), paragraph 1.b. is changed to read as follows:
   "b. TEXTA dispatch series. This series will contain official TEXTA data in accordance with the TEXTA manual and such other instructions as may be issued by NSA."

3. Section XI (Distribution)
   a. Paragraph 1.a. is changed to read as follows:
   "a. TEXTA dispatch series to be forwarded electrically to the following:
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b. To paragraph 2.a., add the following:

(15) CONSEVENTUFLT.
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